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Our approach
Fostering innovative
products and funding
resilient national
infrastructure
We operate in an ever-changing environment. We therefore
continue to invest significantly in innovation, technology
and infrastructure to anticipate the needs of our clients
and ensure we continue to create sustainable value for
our stakeholders. Our centre for innovation and crosscollaboration supports this focus, while our “innovation
catalysts” – actuaries, accountants, legal advisers and
technology experts – are strategically positioned across
our business units to facilitate innovation. Through our
asset manager, STANLIB, and our shareholder investment
portfolio, we manage client assets and invest in a wide range
of funds that offer positive yields.
Relevant material matters

UN context

South African context

Promoting inclusive and sustainable industries as well as investing in
infrastructure, research and development remain critical to
long-term economic development. Recent years have seen substantial
progress, particularly in mobile connectivity. Furthermore, investment
in infrastructure, research and development increased in developing
countries while CO2 emissions have declined. However, the COVID-19
pandemic has halted much of the progress made, significantly impacting the
manufacturing sector and industrialisation. This has disrupted global supply
chains which has resulted in reduced working hours and job losses1.

South Africa already faces significant challenges in achieving efficient
infrastructure services, which have been exacerbated by COVID-19. The
pandemic led to a decline in GDP growth in 2020, and the complete and
partial lockdowns greatly affected labour productivity and people’s ability to
earn wages – leading to increased poverty. With both economic and social
impacts in the long and short term, investment in infrastructure could be
increasingly affected by the pandemic, leading to uncertainties in the labour
market and a further decline in economic activities and growth2.

1

2

COVID-19 in South Africa – UN Socio-economic impact

The-Sustainable-Development-Goals-Report-2020.pdf

Liberty’s contribution to industry, innovation and infrastructure in 2020

20 375

As at 31 December 2020

111 500

ADDLIB cash-back bonuses paid in 2020, amounting to

R111,7 million

South Africans have downloaded the Liberty Stash app

Promoting inclusive economic growth through
	 
quality education
Contributing to national economic and social
	 transformation

E
 nabling financial freedom, inclusion and access to
financial services

(2019: 21 362/R112,9 million)

STANLIB launched its first
impact investment fund

Khanyisa

R26,8 billion:

R3,7 billion

value of Liberty’s shareholder investment
portfolio balanced fund

investments in roads
by STANLIB

(2019: R27,5 billion)

Responding to stakeholder expectations, with a

focus on ESG principles and climate change
RTS

For more information on our material matters, refer to page 19.
Our latest UN PRI transparency report can be found under STANLIB Asset

Management
(Pty) Ltd on the UN PRI website at https://www.unpri.org/
signatories/transparency-reports-2019/4506.article
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Innovation that creates value
During the past two years, we continued
to focus on client centricity. To this end,
our innovation approach places our
clients, financial advisers and employees
at the centre of our products, services
and platform development strategies,
making it easier to connect to our
stakeholders’ needs and ensuring their
interactions with Liberty are as seamless
and meaningful as possible.

INNOVATE
Discover: We gain an understanding of our client’s needs through research
and insights in order to be able to empathise with the people for whom we
are designing a solution.
Define: We identify opportunities based on our research, responding with
empathy and within the context of our strategy.
Develop: We craft potential concepts, through ideation, to problems
or opportunities we have identified as part of our insights and research
approach. We then create prototypes to allow us to evaluate and test our
concepts before we continue developing the solution.

We embrace a multifaceted approach to innovation, starting with a focus
on the education of employees in the art of creative problem solving and
design thinking. To this end, we have created a solve and learn process
whereby employees can assist in solving clients’ needs while upskilling
themselves. This has enabled a culture of innovation, where failure is
alright as long as it is fast and learnings are created. Senior leadership has
recognised that innovation is an essential ingredient to success, which
has helped us rapidly shift towards an innovative culture.

#InItWithYou

As a critical enabler, the importance of embracing technology continued
to be top of mind in 2020. Technology continues to develop rapidly, and
the pandemic advanced this on a scale previously unheard of. For Liberty,
the challenges of 2020 provided us with the opportunity to accelerate
many of our innovations and to accelerate our transition to new Ways of
Working (nWoW) as we continue our digital transformation journey. The
intensity of creativity, rapid adaptation to change and resilience suited
our employees well; and while so many changes occurred, we maintained
our equilibrium by focusing on the six values that ensure our success in a
demanding digital age:

Materialise: Based on the outcome of the prototyping and client insights,
we further refine our concept in order to move forward into the execution
of an approved solution.

Our innovation process – keeping clients at the
centre of innovation
Our approach is one of fostering collaboration and co-creation amongst
employees aimed at developing a culture of innovation. We also involve
our client and financial adviser stakeholders, who bring a unique
perspective enabling a more inclusive innovative culture.

Harnessing opportunities in a rapidly
changing digital environment

Always on and always available

EXECUTE
Value management: The solution is then built and implemented. During
this process the activation and launch of the solution to the market will be
finalised.

Simplicity for clients, advisers and employees
Data and analytics
Always secure – information and cybersecurity

LAUNCH
Ongoing review: Once the product has been launched, we monitor and
review the client and adviser experience and relevance of the solution
through continuous feedback into the insights and creativity processes.

nWoW and IT employee engagement
Cloud journey
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Innovation that creates value (continued)
Innovation in action – client centricity
and value creation

Our innovative products are centred
around our clients’ needs.
ADDLIB

Claims Concierge
At Liberty, we journey with our clients through major life events. We aim to ensure that all engagements are as uncomplicated and seamless
as possible, and we centre our innovations around our clients’ needs. With this in mind, we launched a new benefit called Claims Concierge – a
programme that connects with our clients on a personal level, offering them a single point of contact to guide and assist them throughout their
claims journey with Liberty. Experienced consultants interact with clients and beneficiaries during their most vulnerable moments and are able to
offer a greater level of care while guiding them or their beneficiaries with compassion and knowledge. Our claims concierges do small things that
make a big difference, reassuring our clients that we are in it with them.

With ADDLIB, a cash-back bonus feature, we help our clients secure their
financial future and get more value for their money. Clients can receive up to
40% of their Lifestyle Protector insurance premiums once every five years,
tax-free.
We pay bonuses to between 1 500 and 2 000 clients each month, and
during the pandemic this proved to be a most welcome windfall. In 2020,
we paid over R111 million to qualifying clients, sharing value and fulfilling
our purpose.

Wellness Bonus benefit
Our Wellness Bonus benefit – one of our largest forays into the wellness
space – rewards clients who actively engage in a positive and healthy
lifestyle. As an add-on to our flagship risk product, Lifestyle Protector, clients
can opt-in to the Wellness Bonus feature if they have an active membership
in a recognised wellness programme. Clients can receive up to 40% of their
accrued premiums in cash.
Looking ahead, we aim to expand this benefit to those clients who do
not participate in wellness programmes. Our Liberty betterME employee
wellness challenge is an exciting space for us to deploy innovation and “test
and learn” which can then to be used as a blueprint to leverage into retail or
corporate offerings to our clients.
RTS

Liberty Swift
Rapid technological advances during 2020 enabled us to design and build Liberty Swift,
a product tailored to a single-needs market looking for a quick and convenient process.
Effectively a digital end-to-end product, Liberty Swift allows clients to buy life and disability cover online,
with comprehensive underwriting and no full medicals, during a quick virtual chat with their financial
adviser. Liberty Swift improves the sales experience for both our clients and financial advisers. We also aim
to increase our product offerings through Liberty Swift, and are continuously monitoring the experience to
implement improvements to further enhance the process.

Client visits
Liberty's
website and
is directed to
Online Solutions

Client receives
a quick online
quote during a
chat with their
financial adviser

Underwriting
is completed
online, client
supplies their
banking details
and the policy is
issued

Q&A and
cover within
approximately
48 hours

HIV test (within
90 days from
cover start date)

For more information on our betterME employee wellness challenge, refer to page 85.
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Innovation that creates value (continued)
STASH by Liberty – invest any amount,
at anytime, anywhere

Finding solutions to everyday financial problems is part of our purpose.
In South Africa, consumers often find it difficult to cultivate a culture of
saving and investing, mainly due to the following:
Lack of knowledge, perceived
complexity along with the cost of
opening and managing an investment
account

Lack of access to formal investment
products or unwillingness to commit
to fixed monthly premiums

Preference of engaging and
interacting with service providers
digitally without completing masses of
documents

HACKATHONS

At Liberty, we are proud of our creative
and passionate employees who continue
to collaborate to find inventive solutions to
problems.
We held several virtual hackathons throughout 2020, where
employees were encouraged to put forward creative ideas and
solutions to ensure that we met the rapid demand for new and
relevant products during lockdown and beyond. We believe
that despite the chaos created by the pandemic we had an
impressive solution-driven year of creativity and innovation,
and we plan to cultivate this broader hackathon culture going
forward.

#InItWithYou

We aim to take the complexity out of savings and investments. Stash – one of our flagship digital solutions – offers everyday South Africans
the opportunity to invest every day into a tax-free investment via an app. Stash is available to everyone – not just Liberty clients – and
makes it easy for anyone to control how much, or how little, they invest daily. There are no minimum contributions, no minimum balances,
no fees and clients have immediate access to the investment at any time via the app. These key features have significantly reduced the
barriers to entry that many South Africans experience when starting an investment journey.
Stash aims to create a savings culture in South Africa and to educate clients on saving and investing. We give people the opportunity to engage and understand
what they are investing in through the Stash app and keep them engaged through gamification and nudges to form good savings habits that help them on their
investment journey.
In 2020, we introduced our new Cash Plus portfolio, which has seen great success – 60% of Stash users opted to invest in this guaranteed, fixed-growth
portfolio. We also continued to offer a gamification element in the app. Users can save while working out, while the sun shines, and through our 10c Challenge.
We intend to contextualise investing into the everyday realities of South Africans. With this in mind, in 2020 we added a new function to the app called
Loadsaving, whereby users can invest money automatically when there is loadshedding. This provides perspective and encourages users to realise that they
can invest the money that would have been spent on electricity to create a better financial future.
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Responsible investing
We understand that to achieve
sustainable economic growth, we need
to support socially and environmentally
well-governed business practices.
By including ESG considerations into
the lifecycle of our investments, we can
contribute to a future where a sustainable
economy becomes reality. Furthermore,
by collaborating with stakeholders, we
can drive the change for good while also
meeting our commitments to our clients.
STANLIB investment considerations
We ensure our commitment to responsible investing through our asset
manager, STANLIB. As a central part of STANLIB’s investment approach,
we endorse the Code for Responsible Investing in South Africa (CRISA).
We are also a signatory to the United Nations Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI).
The principles of CRISA and the PRI are tools to promote awareness around
responsible investing considerations. STANLIB has developed its own broad
set of ESG principles that guides its actions and ensures that it adopts a
firm-wide approach to individual ESG issues.
Guided by these principles, each STANLIB investment team within their
multispecialist framework adopts their own detailed methodology to
integrate ESG into their investment process.

ESG oversight
to monitor and
challenge investment
professionals on
ESG issues

Disclosure
of policies and
responsible
investing
activities

ESG is a material
investment
consideration for
value creation

STANLIB
ESG principles

Collaboration
where collective
efforts of stakeholders
are likely to lead to
a positive client
outcome

Integration
of ESG factors
into investment
processes

Active
engagement
with stakeholders
to effect change and
drive optimal client
outcomes

Ownership and
voting rights in
the best interests
of clients

Across all teams, this past year will not only be remembered as the year when
COVID-19 plunged countries around the world into crisis, but also how the
pandemic highlighted the importance of ESG issues. We quickly adjusted to
a “new normal”, and while the bedrock of our investment decision-making
considers ESG factors, we had to enhance our understanding of ESG-related
risks and opportunities.
It is more important than ever to ensure the sustainability of our planet and
communities by making responsible investment decisions. These decisions
could have a profound impact on the future post-pandemic world, and as
a specialist investment manager, STANLIB is in the fortunate position to
support sustainable economic development while deliberately targeting social
and environmental outcomes. In this way, we can drive change and create
meaningful benefits for humanity, the environment and our stakeholders.
Climate change is one of the most significant and complex issues facing
society today. As we look towards the future, STANLIB keeps climate change
at the forefront of its investment decision-making processes. Investee

#InItWithYou

companies will continue to be thoroughly assessed to ensure that all risks and
opportunities related to climate change are considered. The requirements
of regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act, along with the principles of CRISA
and the PRI, are considered when making any investment decision. STANLIB’s
extensive credit alternative portfolio focuses mainly on renewable and clean
energy. Investment in these projects not only provides good returns to
investors, but has the added benefit of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
We support ethical governance and conduct and, in our efforts to
strengthen our compliance, STANLIB holds an International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 19600:2014 fair business compliance certificate.
Engagement is a powerful tool to drive change. STANLIB investment teams
engage company management on ESG concerns mostly in the form of
face-to-face (virtual) meetings, telephonic discussions or emails. Outcomes of
meetings are monitored and registered.
STANLIB’s investment teams express their views via proxy voting, and engage
with the investee’s management teams should STANLIB intend to vote
against a resolution.

Proxy voting
Number of votes on South African companies
Company resolutions voted on (%)
Against (%)

2020

2019

1 320

1 540

98,4

100

12

8

Liberty Financial Solutions (LibFin) investment
considerations
LibFin is an experienced balance sheet manager, managing market,
credit and liquidity risks as well as the performance of the shareholder
investment portfolio (life insurance business). We evaluate development
opportunities through our credit investment activities at LibFin, along with a
comprehensive list of investment considerations. Investment management
is delegated to appointed managers who are mandated to adopt the
principles and practices of CRISA.
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Responsible investing (continued)
Infrastructure investment
Infrastructure development supports economic development and human
wellbeing, and is key to creating sustainable growth and improving
people’s standards of living. As part of our commitment to infrastructure
development across Africa, we aim to invest in quality, reliable and resilient
projects that will benefit both stakeholders and the environment.
Our investment in renewable energy funds focuses on solar PV projects
in the Northern and Eastern Cape of South Africa, and includes windfarms
in the Eastern Cape, where we have invested more than R9 billion to date.
We have invested R3,7 billion in toll road infrastructure projects.

Khanyisa Impact Investment Fund
“Khanyisa” means to spark, illuminate or make brighter. With this as our
inspiration, through our Khanyisa Impact Investment Fund (Khanyisa Fund)
we aim to spark economic and social benefits by focusing on:
•	
Infrastructure, where socially the fund aims to develop sustainable
communities by investing in affordable housing, education and
healthcare. Economically, the fund invests in job creation, new business
growth and economies of scale in telecommunications, utilities and
transportation as well as state-owned enterprises and municipalities;

Our drive to invest for good means that any investment opportunity is
closely evaluated to ensure its goals align with Liberty’s objectives. We
believe that returns from investments are not only measured through
profit, but also the extent to which people, communities, the environment
and broader society are uplifted. The Khanyisa Fund therefore aligns
its objectives with the UN SDGs, with the goal of reducing poverty and
inequality, increasing access to basic services and goods, increasing financial
inclusion, and reducing barriers to entrepreneurship. The fund tracks 11 of
the 17 SDGs, including:

In the South African context, social sustainability is a key part of the pursuit
of financial objectives. The Khanyisa Fund therefore focuses on investments
that achieve sustainable financial returns for investors while also fulfilling
its SEE objectives. It has developed an overall portfolio measurement
framework to ensure that both financial returns and impact outcomes are
measured, which are then tracked over time against agreed-upon targets.
For more information, refer to the 2020 STANLIB Stewardship Report, which can be

found
at www.libertyholdings.co.za.

SDG 1
No poverty

SDG 3
Good health and wellbeing

SDG 8
Decent work and economic growth

•	
Financial inclusion, by reducing economic barriers to entrepreneurship
and increasing financial literacy and access to financial services; and
•	
Agriculture, by ensuring access to land through informed redress and
supporting sustainable practices, leading to greater food security and
access to wholesome nutrition.

SDG 10
Reduced inequalities

SDG 11
Sustainable cities and communities

SDG 13
Climate action
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